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Corsair Air Series AF120
Quiet Edition High Airflow
120mm Fan - Set of Two

Special Price

$23.16 was
$28.95
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Short Description
The Air Series AF120 fans let you have it all. Nine ultra-thin, custom-molded blades push ample air volume. Rubber corners
dramatically reduce vibration. The advanced hydraulic bearing system is quiet and reliable, and you can customize the look with
the three included colored rings.
High Airﬂow for Eﬃcient Large-Volume Cooling
Air Series AF fan models perform best in unrestricted spaces with at least 3cm of clearance, and theyre ideal for mounting at the
rear or top of your PC case as exhaust fans for your PCs motherboard and CPU, graphics accelerators, and other components that
ﬁll the case with heat. They work equally well as unrestricted intake fans for areas like side panels or bottom intakes.
For high restriction areas like hard drive cages or in other tight spaces where theres less air volume, check out our Air Series SP
models of high static pressure fans.

Description
The Air Series AF120 fans let you have it all. Nine ultra-thin, custom-molded blades push ample air volume. Rubber corners
dramatically reduce vibration. The advanced hydraulic bearing system is quiet and reliable, and you can customize the look with
the three included colored rings.
High Airﬂow for Eﬃcient Large-Volume Cooling
Air Series AF fan models perform best in unrestricted spaces with at least 3cm of clearance, and theyre ideal for mounting at the
rear or top of your PC case as exhaust fans for your PCs motherboard and CPU, graphics accelerators, and other components that
ﬁll the case with heat. They work equally well as unrestricted intake fans for areas like side panels or bottom intakes.
For high restriction areas like hard drive cages or in other tight spaces where theres less air volume, check out our Air Series SP
models of high static pressure fans.
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Additional Information
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Brand

Corsair

SKU

CO-9050002-WW

Weight

0.6000

Color

Black

Fan Dimensions

120mm

Fan Width

25mm

Fan Voltage

12 VDC

Fan RPM

1650

Fan CFM

63

Fan Noise (dB)

30

Vendor SKU/EAN

843591014168

Special Price

$23.16
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